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Journalist Marie Colvin Was 'Deliberately Targeted' In Syria,
Court Docs Claim
The documents also claim military leaders 'celebrated' her death.

By Steven Hopkins

A Sunday Times journalist who was killed at the start of the war in Syria was

“assassinated” in a targeted attack by the government, court documents claim.
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Journalist Marie Colvin died alongside French photographer Remi Ochlik in Homs on 22

February 2012, when the building they were in was shelled. 

The 56-year-old’s death was branded an “extrajudicial killing” in a claim filed to a US court

by her sister Cathleen that seeks compensation from the Syrian government.

The case was filed in Washington in July 2016, but unsealed on Monday. Reports suggest

it the claim for compensation will be decided on in the next few months. 

“The evidence unsealed today leaves no doubt that the Assad regime methodically

planned the attack that killed Marie,” says Scott Gilmore, the lead lawyer representing the

Colvins, the Washington Post reported.

The documents, which include memos and testimonials from detractors, state that

President Bashar al-Assad’s government did not just allow Colvin’s death to happen, but

that high-level officers directed the Syrian military to target her and other journalists

covering the conflict. 

COLVIN FAMILY

A picture of Marie Colvin taking in Tahrir Square Egypt during the Arab Spring in February 2011 contained
within the court claim

Evidence from one anonymous detractor, named Ulysses to protect his identity, detailed a

celebration that he said followed the confirmation of Colvin’s killing. 

https://cja.org/what-we-do/litigation/colvin-v-syria/pleadings/
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Major General Rafiq Shahadah, a commander in the operation, is alleged to have said:

“Marie Colvin was a dog and now she’s dead. Let the Americans help her now.”

Shahadah was later promoted to head of military intelligence, Ulysses’ evidence states,

and others involved in the attack received rewards, including a Hyundai Genesis car.
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Paul Conroy, a British photographer and former soldier who was wounded in the same

attack, said in the documents that he had previously been warned of Syrian government

orders “to kill any Western journalists found in Homs”.

In his testimony, Conroy told how the attack was targeted using a technique called

“bracketing” which was “very different” to the methods usually deployed by Syrian forces.

Conroy said the building he and the others were in – a makeshift media centre – “could

not possibly have been a legitimate military target” as he never saw any activists there

bearing arms.

Ulysses’ evidence suggested Syrian forces tried to track intercepted satellite

transmissions from the media center to find its location and that once it was pinpointed, it

was targeted. 

Speaking on Tuesday about the new court details, former Middle East editor for The

Guardian, Ian Black, who worked in Syria not long before Colvin’s death, told HuffPost UK:
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“nothing surprises me”.

He believes an interview Colvin gave to the BBC the day before her death, something

noted in the evidence filed with the court, may have led to her killing.

“You don’t need to be a genius to listen in to an interview on the BBC and it is entirely

possible that motivated them to eliminate a journalist,” he said. 

Interviews featuring Colvin also aired that day on CNN and Channel 4. 

Black explained that he had not read the new court evidence, but had seen the headlines

about his “much loved and appreciated” colleague. 

Having worked in Syria, Black said he knew “anything is possible” given the regimes

“ruthlessness and brutality”, which he had witnessed first hand.

IAN BLACK/TWITTER

Former Middle East Editor for The Guardian, Ian Black, said 'nothing surprises' him about the 'brutality' of the
Assad regime 



Black said he wasn’t hopeful Cathleen Colvin’s case would hold the Syrian government to

account.

“At the end of the day it won’t make a difference in the way the conflict develops... Assad

has won the support of allies ... the fate of one journalist, albeit a high profile one ... given

how many people have been affected... it won’t make much difference.” 

More than 200 journalists have reportedly died in Syria in the seven years since it began

in March 2011. The Syrian government has denied targeting journalists.

President Assad has previously said that Colvin entered the country illegally, had “worked

with the terrorists”, and was “responsible for everything that befell her”.

Cathleen said her sister “knew the risks she was facing, and she took them anyway,

because she believed so deeply in the importance of firsthand reporting and showing the

victims of war”.

“They wanted to tell their stories and Marie listened to them. That’s why it’s so important

for me to get this evidence out to the public,” the Washington Post quotes her as saying. 
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